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5-ASAs were once dominant amongst treatments for Crohn’s Disease (CD), and

indeed remain a cornerstone of Ulcerative Colitis treatment. A 2016 Cochrane

systematic review demonstrated that 5-ASA has no efficacy in maintaining clinical

remission in CD with similar negative findings in meta-analyses for induction and

maintenance.[1] 5-ASA is often used in “Colonic Crohn’s”, however a 2017 systemic

review likewise demonstrated no benefit in such disease.[2]

The most recent guidelines (both published in 2019) from British Society of

Gastroenterology[3] and the European Crohn’s and Colitis Organisation[4] now advise

against 5-ASA use for the induction or maintenance of remission in CD. A UK

study[5] of over 20,000 patients between 2006 and 2017 found 44.2% were

prescribed 5-ASA at some point, with the caveat that 5-ASA commencement

dramatically declined between 2006 and 2017.

Aims and objectives

To assess 5-ASA use in patients with Crohn’s Disease, as well as assessing for

complications and costs.
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Comprehensive chart review of IBD clinic attendees, conducted before clinic

attendance. Local ethical approval was obtained.

Inclusion criteria:

❑ CD or likely CD. Indeterminate IBD (judged to be unlikely CD) excluded.

❑ 18+ years of age.

❑ At least one CUH clinic visit or inpatient stay with correspondence.

Data was collected from the 30th of March 2021 to the 17th of April. Of 255 unique

patients, 104 who were described as having CD (99) or likely CD (5) were included.

A standardised data collection proforma was used. Year of birth and sex were the

sole personal identifying data collected. Smoking status, prior surgery, year of

diagnosis, timing of most recent flare and steroid prescription were collected, along

with medication regimen.

At 28.8%, CUH’s 5-ASA prescribing rates for CD compare similarly to other

centres. The average cost of Mesalazine maintenance therapy is €40/month. While

somewhat inexpensive, this likely amounts to at least €100,000 in expenditure for

the Irish CD cohort if national rates are comparable to CUH. A 5-ASA dependence

has been described, and indeed many patients are reluctant to withdraw while in

remission. However with 53% of our 5-ASA patients on an additional medication,

there is scope for stepping down to non-5-ASA monotherapy.

Introduction

Results
Median patient age was 42.5, with an approximated median age of diagnosis of

25.5. Half (52) of the patients had a prior bowel resection. 54 patients were male,

50 female, consistent with European demographics[6]. 18 were current smokers.
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Fig. 2: Characteristics of patients prescribed 5-ASA vs rest of cohort

As evidenced in figure 1, 30 (28.8%) of assessed patients were on 5-ASA. 54 were

prescribed a monoclonal antibody, and just 18 a Thiopurine. 7 patients were

documented as taking regular steroids. Additionally, 23 were on no regular

medication, and one patient with a Rheumatological condition was prescribed

Methotrexate.

Of the 5-ASA subgroup:

❑ 47% had 5-ASA monotherapy.

❑ 47% dual therapy: 37% 5-ASA and monoclonal antibody, 10% 5-ASA and

thiopurine, 1 patient (3%) was prescribed 5-ASA and an oral steroid.

❑ 1 patient (3%) was on 5-ASA, monoclonal antibody, and a topical steroid.

Only 29 of 104 patients were flare-free for over five years (9 of whom were

prescribed Mesalazine, no statistically significant difference (p = 0.76)). Patients on

5-ASA had a higher median age (47) vs those not prescribed 5-ASA (41.5).

In terms of 5-ASA side-effects, 2 patients of the entire cohort were under the care

of Nephrology for possible 5-ASA induced nephropathy.
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